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NEWS

Brains of minimally verbal autistic children
respond slowly to sound
BY NICHOLETTE ZELIADT
4 MAY 2019

Several of the brain’s responses to sound are sluggish in autistic children who speak few or no
words.
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These delays could derail language development; they may also serve as a biomarker to help
clinicians identify children in need of speech and language therapies, says lead investigator Tim
Roberts, professor of radiology at the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia.
Roberts presented the unpublished results in three posters today at the 2019 International
Society for Autism Research meeting in Montreal.
Roberts and his colleagues first reported that autistic people show delays in processing sound
more than a decade ago. The team made the discovery using a technique called
magnetoencepahlography (MEG), which detects the magnetic fields generated by the brain’s
electrical activity.
Brain responses called the M50 and M100 occur about 50 and 100 milliseconds, respectively, after
a person hears a tone. In a series of studies, Roberts’ team showed that the M50 and M100
are delayed by about 10 to 20 milliseconds in children with autism.
Another brain response, called the mismatch field latency (MMF) — which peaks in response to
unexpected speech sounds (such as an ‘ou’ after a series of several ‘ah’s) — is also delayed,
by about 50 milliseconds, in autistic children.
The new work is the first to check for these delays among autistic children who are minimally
verbal. Many such children also have cognitive impairments and can be difficult to study.

Magnetic measure:
Roberts and his colleagues coaxed minimally verbal children with autism into the scanner through
weeks of coaching and practice. They scanned 17 minimally verbal autistic children, 59 verbal
autistic children and 34 controls. They also scanned six children who have intellectual disability.
The children were all about 10 years old at the time of the scans.
The minimally verbal group’s M50 response lags behind that of the control group by about 13
milliseconds, and their M100 response by about 40 milliseconds, the researchers found. Similar
delays exist among children with intellectual disability.
This finding suggests that the delay is driven by cognitive problems.
“This might be reflecting an inability of information processing,” Roberts says. “It’s showing up in
language ability, but it’s actually just a global dysfunction.”
The researchers next looked at responses to unexpected syllables. They scanned 9 minimally
verbal autistic children, 27 verbal autistic children, 21 children with autism who are verbal but have
language impairment, and 27 controls.
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The MMF response lagged behind controls by about 50 milliseconds in the verbal autism group, by
about 75 milliseconds in the language impairment group and by nearly 100 milliseconds in the
minimally verbal group, the researchers found.
“If you can’t process sounds fast, if you can’t track the fact that the syllables have changed — it’s
going to make you lousy at conversation,” Roberts says.

Language lag:
Roberts and his colleagues also measured a brain response called event-related
desynchronization, which is a spike in brain waves that occurs when a person hears a word. An
unpublished study previously suggested that stronger responses track with better scores on a test
of language abilities.
The team scanned 16 minimally verbal children with autism and 9 with intellectual disability. They
found that minimally verbal children have significantly smaller responses than those with
intellectual disability do.
“We’re fairly confident that this probe is really specific to language ability,” Roberts says.
The next step, Roberts says, is to test these same brain responses in infants and toddlers who
have genetic mutations that put them at increased risk for autism or intellectual disability. He says
the responses might give doctors an indication of how the child’s language and cognition might
develop.
For more reports from the 2019 International Society for Autism Research annual meeting, please
click here.
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